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Siemens launches new gas engine E-series
with power output of 2 MW
 Expanded portfolio for distributed power generation in the low-MW range

Siemens has launched its new gas engine E-series with a power output of two
megawatts (MW). It includes both the SGE-86EM for the 50-Hz market and the
SGE-100EM for the 60-Hz market. The new E-series engine has 12 cylinders and
offers a large volume per cylinder, high displacement and best-in-class efficiency in
the market. With the new 2-MW SGE-86EM and the SGE-100EM engines, Siemens
is providing a broader spectrum of efficient products and solutions for clean, lowMW-range distributed power generation.

In 2015 Siemens acquired Guascor engines and generator sets as part of the
Dresser-Rand product portfolio. The name of these engines now includes “SGE,” for
Siemens Gas Engine. Legacy Guascor engines are recognized as robust and
efficient machines that deliver heat and power and perform reliably in critical and
demanding applications. These products are engineered and tested under rigorous
conditions. With roots dating back half a century, approximately 4,700 Guascor
engines are operating in more than 50 countries around the world. Siemens’
expanded portfolio now ranges from 300 kW to 2 MW for the gas engines; 4 to 66
MW for industrial and aeroderivative gas turbines; and up to 425 MW for heavy-duty
gas turbines.

The new E-series gas engine is based on the thermodynamic Miller cycle
combustion technology that ensures high reliability, minimal emissions, and longer
run times between service intervals. With a mechanical efficiency of about 47
percent and an electrical efficiency of 45.4 percent, the engine offers a high level of
performance for both prime power generation and cogeneration applications. The
new engine series’ capacity to deliver on-site power, heat, and cooling for a wide
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variety of commercial, industrial, and municipal applications translates into an
excellent cost-performance ratio. With more than 3,000 operating hours and
comprehensive testing at Siemens’ Engine R&D Center in Miñano, Spain,
demonstrated a reliable, efficient engine with competitive capital and operating
costs.
“The new E-series engine offers a more compact and efficient alternative to the
2-MW engines available in the power generation market today,” said Eva
Garmendia, product line manager. “We can also offer one of the shortest lead times
in the industry, with just 24 weeks from concept to delivery of a complete gen-set.”

The new engine series is the result of in-depth market research that identified key
product benefits. “In turn, this new E-series gas engine offers our clients the best-inclass alternative on the market, highest efficiency, excellent reliability, proven
technology, and the smallest footprint: 34.5 cubic meters,” said Iñaki Iruretagoiena,
R&D Director for Engines.

Siemens E-series engines are especially well-suited for renewable energy and
waste-to-energy, industrial power generation and cogeneration, and combined heat
and power (CHP) applications. By generating electricity on-site and recovering heat
typically wasted in a conventional power plant, CHP technology reduces energy
costs and carbon emissions.

CHP is a common application used by large building complexes, like the one
planned for the Siemens Campus in Erlangen, Germany. The Erlangen Campus will
create a new urban district and debut as Siemens' first CO2-neutral location
worldwide. In collaboration with Erlangen's municipal utility, the campus will operate
on a CO2-neutral basis, thanks to state-of-the-art building and energy technology. A
decentralized energy system that uses a separate cogeneration system based on
four new SGE-86EM engines will provide district heating and cooling for the
campus. This system will be combined with a single concept in order to adapt to the
existing energy infrastructure and will eliminate expensive development or
expansion of the existing infrastructure. The units are expected to be delivered to
the site in 2018.
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New gas engine E-series
Siemens has launched its new gas engine E-series with a power output of two
megawatts. It includes the SGE-86EM for the 50-Hz market and the SGE-100EM for
the 60-Hz market.

This press release and a press picture are available at
www.siemens.com/press/PR2017050303PGEN
For further information on Siemens’ Power and Gas Division, please see
www.siemens.com/about/power-gas
For further information on combined heat and power, please see
www.siemens.com/combined-heat-power
For further information on Siemens Campus in Erlangen, please see
www.siemens.com/press/siemens-campus
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Contact for journalists
Susanne Weissmann
Phone: +49 9131 18-85753; E-mail: susanne.weissmann@siemens.com

Follow us on Twitter at: www.twitter.com/siemens_press

Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for more than 165 years. The company is active in more than
200 countries, focusing on the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest
producers of energy-efficient, resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power
generation and power transmission solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive
and software solutions for industry. The company is also a leading provider of medical imaging equipment – such as
computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a leader in laboratory diagnostics as well as
clinical IT. In fiscal 2016, which ended on September 30, 2016, Siemens generated revenue of €79.6 billion and net
income of €5.6 billion. At the end of September 2016, the company had around 351,000 employees worldwide.
Further information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.
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